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Take the worry out of your Heating, Ventilation, and Air
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Conditioning system with 24/7 monitoring
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about is protected, whether you’re at home or away.
Resideo’s LifeWhere works by learning about your home system’s
performance so that it can detect the slightest change—automatically
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alerting your service tech to small problems before they become large,
which can help you save money while protecting your home.
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YOU CAN’T KEEP AN EYE ON YOUR HVAC
SYSTEM 24/7, BUT LIFEWHERE CAN
Help avoid system breakdowns all year long.
LifeWhere continually learns about your heating and air conditioning system’s
performance. If it senses that anything is happening that could reduce efficiency
or otherwise affect performance, your contractor will be alerted. That way, you’ll
always know your system is functioning properly.
Because LifeWhere can detect variances in your heating and air conditioning
system’s performance, your contractor will be alerted to potential trouble as
soon as it begins so that you can take care of it before the issue becomes larger.
This protects both your comfort and your wallet.
Unlike a traditional maintenance agreement that checks your equipment 1-2 times
helping your contractor keep your system optimized and protected, your system

Enjoy peace of mind — we’ll watch
for you.

can last longer.

Whether you’re at home, at work,

a year, LifeWhere works 365 days a year. By analyzing performance data and

traveling, or asleep, you can rest easy

• Monitor your system so you can keep them operating at peak performance

knowing the system is being carefully
watched.

• Helps protect you against major system failures
• Go beyond annual checkups to help protect and preserve your equipment

• Monitors your system 24/7
• Know you’re protected at home or away

Learn more at resideo.com/pro/lifewhere
or ask your local pro about LifeWhere to find out more.
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